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[StyleCoin] wrote:
“Climate Agenda? Cyberpandemic? Warfare? Does anyone have an
estimate?”

With the jews as we all know; they have a specific agenda that is multi-layered.
Almost all of this has been exposed by now. People have been digging into this
for decades. Bit by bit, almost all of it has been exposed and is still being
exposed.

The "fringe minority" that believed in these matters in the 80's or 90's and were
the "conspiracy nuts" are actually now about half the human population. If half is
a generous estimate, most people know where this is going. A major shift is
happening.

The true soulless NPC's will become a fringe minority at this pace of popular
awakening in the future. As humanity becomes more and more aware [this is not
going to happen tomorrow, but still] these total NPC's should be ridiculed
wherever they are found so that they wake up from this deep enemy induced
sleep.

Only idiots will in the future be those that don't understand what is going on with
the enemy, and those who don't, will do so only through willful ignorance, NOT
lack of information such as it was in the past.

To many this looks like a small attainment, but it's a BIG attainment for mankind.
It is setting a major precedent for human evolution that has not existed ever
before.

People were oblivious for centuries. The entering into the Age of Aquarius will be
really difficult for them, since they were always an alien race and they were
always dependent on doing conspiracies against mankind.

They are also renown for preying upon the weak, the vulnerable, and generally
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they thrive on the misery of mankind like a fungus thrives on rotting fruits.

This depended always on lack of knowledge on the behalf of the people. That is
the reason why the most major attack they did in the Middle Ages, being literate,
was literally outlawed. Of course, spirituality would get you burned instantly. The
list is never ending here.

Climate "Crisis" agenda? You bet. They have been doing this for many years, it
will intensify.

Cyberpandemic? Why not? They can easily fake that one too. Oy vey goyim, ze
internet is being attacked by Muh Russians or whatever.

Warfare? Just look at Afghanistan. How much time until something erupts in the
Middle East again? Another card they can pull.

Co-Vid supposed mutation spree? Maybe that too.

Incessant never-ending vaccination or whatever other strange experiment? They
are on board.

What about Race mixing? Of course, goy, bring in 50 million Muslims in Europe
since all the above is happening.

Financial crash? Yes of course goy, Biden wanna print another 3.5 trillion dollars
out of which almost none will make it to the average person who is the real
upholder of value and labor in the economy.

QR codes up everyone's ass that are unrelated to the pandemic so you can't
even dine with your own family or not be treated like a biohazard even if you are
completely healthy? Yes, why not goy?

Bringing some random Sharia Law, right into the historical moment where the
West is actually going into Space or something like that, that will revert us to the
stone age? Oy vey, sure goyim, that will be necessary.

Rising senile and crazy president in the World's Superpower that can fail
everything that we hold dear about life, on the absolute most crucial moment
where a global communist regime of China is getting power? Oy veyyyyyyyy, 6
million died 100 years ago [and who gives a fuck about this hoax anyway], oy
veyyyyy, Check, of course.



Long story short, with the jewish curses and this pest constantly harassing
Nations and peoples, a calm progress that doesn't have some sort of insanity in
it, will persist. When people have a calm time, this conspiracy focused abusive
enemy is only preparing something else.

Currently they are trying to draw back and reorganize, looking where they are
going to allocate their next efforts. Co-vid tier bullshit and all of this was met with
a lot of resistance. Will they continue? You bet they will.

They will go as far as they are left without being turned down by mankind. As we
can see, they care about people and they are afraid of them less and less as the
days go, simply because much of society is very docile and doesn't know its
rights. They thought it was the perfect time to go ahead, and partly this is correct.

The other part of this, however, is that the average baseline of people, as our
societies advance, do improve slowly, and some people who are smarter and are
freedom loving, they are also able to get empowered. This is what makes the
enemy sweat, but they will go forward regardless of this. They have done all of
the above now and before.

Now, they want to create a strange cyber dystopia, which they hope they will
control the coming Aeon with, modeled after China. Yet, all of this is not as easy
as these senile grandpas like Klaus Schwab anticipate. Although Klaus is
probably busy doing drugs all day and speaking with his shit accent, and
probably going home to read the Talmud, so he doesn't really care.

People who resist and stay strong during these can make the enemy fall, and our
planet will be steered into a far better direction than before. But a clash is
required of this. If the enemy is left completely unimpeded, it's a law of nature
that they might get away with a lot of their plans.

Their influence must be completely eradicated from the higher realm. This
manifests lower and everyone understands how this will end. Unless this is
stopped completely and they are stripped of any and all power to affect anything,
humanity is going to be halted, slowed down, delayed from advancement in all
levels, while these parasites harass it constantly.

Humanity, due to lack of knowledge, information, understanding and spiritual
power, was left powerless to be abused by these things. Progressively this will
change and they know it. This is why they are going x100 acceleration speed to



enforce everything before we get to experience a stronger Age of Satan.

Jews would never imagine hoaxes, or inside jobs like those of 911 wouldn't work
after a point. They believed people would be kept asleep forever. 20 years later
they can't convince half the population about most of their shams they are
creating every day.

The Age of Aquarius will be a dead end for these jewish souls, unless they
somehow control the ship within the next years. They will try this to the maximum
to make it happen. But no matter what they do, they will not really be able to pull
off the stunts they did in the past where people were literally trapped in the total
spiritual and material darkness and ignorance.

The book of plagues with the enemy at the control of this world is always going to
be open. It's like pandora's box. You never know what kind of destruction will
befall mankind, but you can always be sure they will use their book of plagues.

We need to close this chapter with the rule of this inferior species that is
tormenting everyone, and throw it in the fire. It is all to be thrown in the fire.

The book of blessing will blast the book of curses that the enemy has incarnated.
That is the RTR's. Their power will be broken.
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